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Discussion in ' Road Warriors ' started by Kbetts , Apr 15, Log in or Join. Adventure Rider.
Kbetts , Apr 15, I saw a Voyager XII and gave the guy a call. It has 5k on the odo and it is
advertised as in perfect condition. That price seems at the bottom of the asking price range on
the bikes I found for sale. Is there much demand for these and could I resale it and recoup my
money if I don't like it? I can't find any reviews on the web and was wondering if it's a good
choice for a first time tour bike. My wife is more and more interested in touring and we did our
first overnight last month. All owners reports on the Voyager seem to be very positive, but
qualified with "for the price". I'm also considering a Uly and a Tiger, and maybe the big DL. Is
this bike going to provide the satisfaction of the Uly or the Tiger? So I'm looking for some input
before I go see the guy on Wednesday and take it for a spin. Thanks for any replies. Ursa Major ,
Apr 15, Joined: Jul 8, Oddometer: Location: Higher than you. Along with the outgoing Connie
and KLR, the XII's a remnant of Kawi's strategy of selling bikes for a couple of decades with no
changes except the paint - the tooling was amortized in the 80's, so they could price it way
below the newer competition. I rode one once for about miles a few years older than an '03, this
was in the mid's. It was a little cramped for me most bikes are but otherwise fine, in a "suddenly
it's " sort of way. Nothing wrong with that, just very old 'tech - the bike was designed to
compete directly with the Honda GL Gold Wing. I'm not sure there's much demand for the bike it wasn't that competitive with the 4 cylinder Gold Wings or Yamaha Venture when it was
introduced in the '80's, and time and the competition haven't stood still. The Voyager XII is a
very different bike than a Ulysses or Tiger - probably not a lot of people cross-shopping those
three. It might provide the same level of satisfaction as the other two only you can decide but in
a completely different way. If you're going to go for it, I'd hit the guy pretty hard on the price, I
doubt you'll have much competition. Wow, I had no idea Kawasaki was even building them in ' I
thought Kaw, Yamaha, and Suzuki had pretty much given up beating their head against the
GoldWing wall ten or fifteen years ago. Kbetts , Apr 16, Dranrab Luap , Apr 16, McB , Apr 16, My
78 year old neighbor has one. He and his wife do some serious trips on it. He said she usually
sits back and reads a book on the long ones. ADV Sponsors. Ursa Major , Apr 16, Just a thought
- if you're looking for a comfortable two-up tourer to get your wife interested, why not a late RRT
? Relatively comfortable passenger seat esp with the right seat , a hell of a lot more fun for the
rider than the Voyager, and easy to re-sell without much of a loss, if any. Lots of knowledge and
support here and at MRN. These bikes often go , miles with minimal maintence. There remains
an active Voyager group AVA that has a rally each and every year. The Voyager just might be
the best kept secret in long distance touring. ADK , Apr 19, Joined: Dec 5, Oddometer: 9,
Location: Earth. Hoopjohn , Apr 21, Joined: Jul 3, Oddometer: Here is some info on history of
the Voyager. Kawasaki came up with the 6 cylinder KZ in Its engine was the fore runner of the
Voyager, which appeared in , using the 6 cylinder engine. This was Kawasaki's first full dress
touring bike. In , Kawasaki changed the Voyager to the 4 cylinder cc motor. Kawasaki addressed
the problems and a lengthy run of production began. The bikes were reliable and maintenance
was minimal. Production continued up until The Voyagers were never big sellers. This is what
led to their demise. Of course, Kawasaki never really embraced the model. Yet another example
of incompetent Japanese marketing efforts. I purchased a Voyager in Rode the bike 2 years. It
performed flawlessly. Capable of 2 up mph travel all day long. Plenty of acceleration pep to keep
up with todays insane traffic. Comfortable ride. Decent stereo. Adequate wind protection. I sold
my Voyager in when a parcel of land became available and I needed some cash. Sold the same
day. I built a log home on the land parcel and I couldn't be happier with my residence. So weak
was the demand, that discounts were the order of the day. In the real world, Voyagers had
somewhat soft resale prices. While these are pretty decent bikes, resale values on them has
never been terrific. While Kelly Blue Book prices are a matter of debate, its at least some
measure of what a dealership would get or at least ask for this bike. I have always thought a
private party sale should be somewhere between trade-in price and retail price. If the bike is
exceptional, has new tires, new battery, and recent service documentation in hand of course ,
then, and only then should one consider paying full retail. Joined: Jan 9, Oddometer: 5. There
are several guys around that ride them and put lots of miles on them around here. They all seem
to be pleasure riding crowd. In talking to them they claim the bikes will run and run. Think it was
an 01 he was riding. I had a Voyager for 3 years. It was the best bang for my buck when I wanted
a touring bike. The Voyager handles great for a big bike and the motor will let you bury the
speedometer needle on the speedo, actual per GPS - fully loaded. I rode the shit out of mine and
never had to spend money on anything except farkles, tires, and routine maintenance. If I was in
the marklet for a full dresser I wouldn't hesitate to buy another Voyager. Joined: Mar 22,
Oddometer: 8, Location: Nebraska. You might also consider a used ST Kbetts , Apr 26, You
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We welcome all Voyagers those who Voyage whether you ride a Kawasaki Voyager or not, all
brands are welcomed to join! In total there are 28 users online :: 1 registered, 0 hidden and 27
guests based on users active over the past 15 minutes Most users ever online was on Thu Jan
23, am Registered users: Bing [Bot] Legend: Administrators , AVA Members , Board Members ,
Registered users , Newly registered users , Trial Period. In total there are 28 users online :: 1
registered, 0 hidden and 27 guests based on users active over the past 15 minutes Most users
ever online was on Thu Jan 23, am. Privacy Terms. American Voyager Association We welcome
all Voyagers those who Voyage whether you ride a Kawasaki Voyager or not, all brands are
welcomed to join! Quick links. Next years rally location was revealed on Jun 25th It will be held
in Springfield, Missouri on June 14thth Rally hotel information has been posted on the rally
page, click on AVA logo above If you are randomly being logged out of the forum, this video
may help. Click on AVA logo to the right. June June , Discuss your plans for your trip and meet
up's here. Have a question, ask it here. Keep all posts and topics specific for this form only!
Moderators: the2knights , Highway Rider Topics: 3. June , was cancelled The reason for the
cancellation was due to the COVID virus Discuss your plans for your trip and meet up's here.
June Topics: General Chat For general motorcycle related use, news, and observations.
Moderators: the2knights , Highway Rider Topics: Ask here, or obtain helpful hints in using the
features you must be registered to post on any of the forums, or the Classified Ads. For all other
questions, please use one of the forums below. Voyager Model Forums. Tech Tips - Voyager XII
Four Got a tech tip for Voyager 12's from your personal experiences, or one complete with
pictures and instructions, here's where to post it. You can also ask about tips or procedures
here. Tech Tips - Voyager Six Got a tech tip for Voyager 's from your personal experiences, or
one complete with pictures and instructions, here's where to post it. Tech Tips - Voyager V-Twin
Got a tech tip for Vulcan Voyager 's from your personal experiences, or one complete with
pictures and instructions, here's where to post it. AVA Voyagers and Tech Center This is a
clickable link to the tech center just li
2002 ford mustang v6
vga to rca wiring diagram
peugeot 208 parts catalogue
ke the tech center button on the main page of the website. Moderators: the2knights , Highway
Rider Total redirects: This forum allows you to more easily find non-Voyager articles. Taken a
great ride? Wonder where to go on your next ride? Check it out here! Need some wiring advice,
brand or model advice? Here's where you want to be. Poll Forum What do you use? How many
miles? What kind of tires? What oil do you use? This is where all the polls are now located.
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hidden and 27 guests based on users active over the past 15 minutes Most users ever online
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